Images become an important and prevalent way to express users' activities, opinions and emotions. In a social network, individual emotions may be influenced by others, in particular by close friends. We focus on understanding how users embed emotions into the images they uploaded to the social websites and how social influence plays a role in changing users' emotions. We first verify the existence of emotion influence in the image networks, and then propose a probabilistic factor graph based emotion influence model to answer the questions of "who influences whom". Employing a real network from Flickr as experimental data, we study the effectiveness of factors in the proposed model with in-depth data analysis. Our experiments also show that our model, by incorporating the emotion influence, can significantly improve the accuracy (+5%) for predicting emotions from images. Finally, a case study is used as the anecdotal evidence to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Introduction
Emotion stimulates the mind 3,000 times quicker than rational thought [19] . One may make a quick decision simply because of a particular feeling (e.g., happy, sad, or angry). Recently, with the rapid proliferation of online social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter and Flickr, people start to express their daily feeling directly in the online networking space through texts and images. Understanding the substantial mechanism of emotion dynamics can give us insight into how people's emotions influence their activities and how the emotions spread in the social networks.
In existing literature, several research studied the individual emotios in social networks from tweets, blogs and other personal attributes like locations and calling logs [7, 19] . However, these methods mainly considered the text information. Therefore, they are difficult to be used to reveal the emotion dynamics in image-based social networks (e.g. Flickr, Instagram). A public internet study on a Facebook dataset suggests that images drive event engagement 100 times faster (e.g., clicking "like" or adding comment) than text updates. Similar to the texts, images are also used to express individual emotions, but the expression is much more implicit. A simple example is that people often prefer to use warm colors like red or pink to express happiness and cold colors like blue or dark to express sadness. Jia et al. [11] tried to infer the emotions from Flickr images. They focus on the individual level, but ignore the emotion influence in social networks. In social networks, individual emotions may be influenced by each other. The emotions hidden in their uploaded images also correlate with each other. How to leverage the correlation to help understand users' emotions is a challenging question. Recently, the literature [16] also studies the problem of inferring emotions from images using visual features. However, they do not consider the network information as well.
To clearly demonstrate the problem we are going to address in this paper, we give a general framework in Figure 1. The input of our study is an image-based social network comprised of users and user relations. Each user is associated with a set of images that she/he uploaded to the social network. The expected output is the learned emotion influence between users in the network. The problem is non-trivial and has several challenges. Though a few literatures demonstrated the existence of influence in various social networks [2, 3, 18] , it is still unclear whether such an influence also exists in the image networks. A more challenging task is how to identify the emotion influence patterns, as users' emotions are usually affected by various complex and subtle factors. Moreover, how to design a principled model to quantitatively describe the complex emotion influence among users and images?
In this paper, employing a networking data crawled from Flickr as our data source, we systematically study the problem of modeling emotion influence from images in social networks. We first conduct a matched sampling test to justify the existence of influence in the image network. The influence test shows some interesting results: when one has more than two friends who uploaded "happy" images, the likelihood that the user also uploads "happy" images almost double the average probability. We further propose a probabilistic factor graph model to formalize the emotion influence learning problem. In particular, the model considers the following factors: (1) content correlation: how images' visual features reflect users' emotions; (2) temporal correlation: how a user's emotion is affected by her/his emotions in the recent past; (3) social correlation: how users' emotions influence (and are influenced by) their friends' emotions.
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Our experiments on the Flickr data demonstrate that the proposed model can achieve better performance with an average 5% accuracy improvement than an alternative method using SVM. Based on the results, we investigate how to improve the performance by both visual and social attribute selection. Finally we demonstrate an interesting case study.
Related work
Text-based social influence analysis. Previous research studied the influence in social networks based on users' actions [1] , opinions [14] , blogs and news articles [8] . However, they only use the text based information. In recently rapidly developing image based social networks, such as Flickr and Instagram, the text data or user actions are rather limited, and such text based methods can hardly work. Modeling the influence problem on these image networks remains an interesting and challenging problem. In this paper, we try to solve the problem of modeling the emotion influence in image based social networks. Existence validation of emotion influence. Emotion influence is the basis and quite crucial for our image social network study. Fortunately, some previous research in psychology and sociology has studied and confirmed the existence of emotion influence in social networks. Fowler et al. found that people's happiness depends on the happiness of others with whom they are connected [7] . Some affective prediction methods have considered the emotional influence among users in social networks [11, 21] . In this paper, we adopt Flickr data to validate the existence of emotion influence in image networks. Affective image classification. Emotional level image classification, also called affective image classification, is an important but hard problem. This is because emotions are highly subjective, and difficult to quantitatively measure. Previous research focused on two crucial aspects for classification accuracy: training data and models. For the training data, the ground-truth emotions are usually manually labeled, therefore it is accurate but few in data number. Facing with the massive amounts of images in social networks, the above methods are powerless. Recently, some work has predicted emotions from images in social networks with images' tags and comments [11] or from users' actions [19] . In this paper, we also adopt images' tags and comments to obtain the emotion labels as the ground truth. For models, the commonly used methods are based on the machine learning such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [23] , Naive Bayes [16] , Random Forest [24] , and probabilistic models recently [15, 17] . Although these methods can achieve pretty good accuracies on affective image classification, they are difficult to incorporate different social influence factors. Factor graph model in social network analysis. The structure of the graphic model is similar as that of social networks, so it is commonly used for social analysis [19] . A factor graph is a particular type of graph model that enables efficient computation of marginal distributions through the sum-product algorithm [13] . Tang et al. analyzed social influence from texts using the factor graph model [18] . In this paper, we adopt factor graph to build the emotion influence model, and the key problem is that what factors should be taken into account.
Image-based Emotion Influence Study
Data Collection
We download a data set from Flickr 1 . The data set contains 4,725 users and their uploaded images (in total 1,254,640 images). Each user is associated with her/his shared images, contact list and personal information. Each image has timestamp, url, tags given by its owner and comments given by viewers.
In our problem, the emotions are defined as six basic categories according to Ekman's theory [5] , happiness, surprise, anger, disgust, fear and sadness. Taking [11] as a reference, we use WordNet [6] and HowNet [4] dictionaries to obtain more than 200 synonyms for each emotional category, and manually verify them. For each image, we count the occurrences of each emotion synonyms in its tags and comments, and select the most frequency one (if exists) as the ground truth. Finally, 50,210 images are labeled by this method.
Sampling Test
We first need to validate the existence of emotion influence in image networks. As a premise, we assume that uploaded images can reflect their owners' emotions. The basic validation method is the sampling test [25] . The users are divided into two groups: the friend-related group G R and the friend-independent group G I . Taking the "happy" emotion as an example, a user is said to be "happy" if most of her/his uploaded images are labeled "happy" at a specified time. G R contains users who uploaded images at time t and has one or more friends with the "happy" emotion at time t − ∆t, while G I contains users who uploaded images at time t and has no friend with the "happy" emotion at time t − ∆t. Finally, we compare the "happy" ratio of users at time t. The "happy" ratio is defined as the ratio of "happy" users in each group, e.g. Ratio = #happy users #all users . Experimental setting. For each group, 50 users are randomly chosen from our data set. We set ∆t = 1, 2, 3, 4 weeks and t is randomly chosen from March, 2006 to June, 2012 without overlap. We repeat the experiment 10 times to calculate the average ratio. Intuitively, the more friends have the same emotion, the greater is their influence. To investigate the effect of the number of friends, we further divide the friend-related group G R into two subgroups: subgroup with one or two friends and subgroup with at least three friends (with the "happy" emotion at time t − ∆t). Results. Figure 2 shows the results. The average ratio of the friend-related group G R is significantly higher than that of the friend-independent group G I , which confirms the existence of friend influence through images. The results also indicate more friends with the same emotion usually have bigger impact. And the downtrend shows that the influence becomes weakened as time passed, which will be considered in our model.
Problem Formulation
In this section, we present the problem formulation of modeling the emotion influence from images in social networks. The social network can be defined as a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of |V | = N users, E ⊂ V × V is the set of relationships among users, e.g. friendships. Notation e ij ∈ E indicate user v i and v j are friends in the social network. To incorporate the temporal factors, we also divide the continuous time to time slices. So here "at time t" refers to time slice t. A user v i uploaded a set of images at time t, denoted as X t i . x t ij is an element of X t i indicating the jth image uploaded by user v i at time t, which is instantiated as its visual features. Table 1 summarizes the notations used throughout this paper.
Each image is associated with one type of six emotions and our first task is to classify the emotion category of each image. Without loss of generality, we treat it as a binary classification problem, and run the training/inference for each emotion separately. Let y t ij , y t i ∈ {−1, 1} be binary variables indicating whether an image x t ij or a user v i at time t has a specified emotion. When all models suggest a negative value for an image/user, it means that the image/user has a neutral emotion. When multiple models suggest positive values, we select the emotion with the highest probability (Cf. Section 5 for the definition of the probability).
Definition 1 Emotion influence. Social influence from user i to user j at time t is denoted as µ t ij . In our implementation, we treat is as a binary variable {0, 1}, and use the inferred possibility as the output weight.
Definition 2 Time-varying social network. The timevarying social network is denoted as G = (V, {E t }, {X 
Learning task: Given a time-varying social network G, the target is to find a function for predicting emotions of all the unlabeled images, users' emotions and influence in different time slices:
Learning the function depends on multiple factors, e.g., emotions of images, users' emotions and users' correlations. The challenge is how to design a unified model that could incorporate all these factors together.
Emotion Influence Model
We propose a factor graph model to infer emotion influence from images in social networks (Figure 1) . We consider the following aspects: (1) content: a user's emotion is induced by visual features of their uploaded images; (2) time: the user's current emotion has correlations with her/his emotion in the recent past; (3) influence: the user's emotion may be largely affected by his friends, and the influence relationship does not change frequently within a short time. By leveraging these aspects, we formulate the emotion influence model as a dynamic factor graph model.
The Predictive Model
In the model, the above aspects are quantized as different types factor functions, as illustrated in Figure 3: • Content function. It contains two parts, image induction factor f 1 (y • The basic assumption here is that a user's emotion at some time can be reflected by "emotions" of the images she/he uploaded around that time. Thus we could define the following factor function:
Visual feature factor f 2 is instantiated as exponentiallinear function:
where y t ij ∈ {−1, 1} is the binary emotion indicator. x t ij is the visual feature, α is the parameter vector for all the images. And f 2 can be thought of a weak predictor, working directly on images. We adopt the interpretable aesthetic features [22] as our visual features, as summarized in Table 2 . It contains several color features, including the well known five-color combination [12] , which has direct impact on image emotions [10] . Usually, a user's emotion do not change rapidly and her/his current emotion is highly dependent on her/his emotions in the recent past. So the temporal correlation factor function is used to model this phenomenon:
where e −δi·|t −t| indicates the correlation decline effects over time,and ξ i , δ i are the per-user weight parameters. As obtained in data observation in Section 6, the emotion can be affected by his friends. And the social influence factor function is defined to model this effect:
where µ t ij ∈ {0, 1} is a binary variable, representing at time t, whether user v i has influence on user v j . λ ij is the per user pair weight parameter.
For stable influence factor function, we assume that the social influence is stable, which means if a friend has a strong influence on you before, the impact is likely to be also strong afterwards. This constraint is defined as follows:
where e −τij ·|t −t| indicates the decay effect over time and τ ij , η ij are two weight parameters.
Given the definitions of the above factor functions, we can define the following log-likelihood objective function:
where Z is a normalization factor.
Model Learning and Inference
Due to the flexibility of the model, there are quite a lot of free parameters in the formulation, including α, {β i }, {ξ i }, {δ i }, {λ ij }, {µ ij }, {τ ij }, where ξ i , δ i iterate over users, and λ ij , µ ij , τ ij iterate over user pairs. To avoid possible over-fittings, we transform these user pair variables to one user variables. That is, we assume λ ij = λ i , η ij = η i , τ ij = τ i , ∀j ∈ V . We also have the binary variables to infer, including y t i , y t ij and µ t ij . And our goal is to maximize the objective function Equation (7).
Basically, there are two steps, namely "learn" and "predict". That is, based on the emotion influence model and labeled data, we estimate a parameter configuration. And then these parameters are used to infer the variables. However, it is pretty hard to find an approximating well labeled sub-network for us to train. That is, even for the same user at the same time, some images are labeled and some are not.
Here we combine the two processes into one optimization framework. Algorithm 1 gives the details. Generally, we use a fix and update iterative approach to predict the variables and learn the parameters. Note that some variables (y t ij ) are already labeled, and treated as constants during optimization. In each iteration, first, a traditional max-product belief propagation is used to infer the variable according to current parameters. During the second step, we assume parameters {δ i }, {τ i } are fixed, it is an MRF parameter estimating procedure. In this scenario, Equation (7) can also be written as:
where q is the variable vector, and let q 0 be its current value.
The log-likelihood objective function is:
Its gradient is
And then a standard gradient method can be used to estimate the parameters. Note that a similar gradient calculation can be applied to the third step. But it may loose the convexity as step 2 has. Fortunately, the step 3 parameters only controls correlation decaying speed over time, and are usually common among users. Even fixed parameters work well. So the nonconvexity does not affect the effectiveness of our method.
Data Observation
In this section, we evaluate the rationality of the model factors by statistical data observations.
Visual Features
Factor f 2 is determined by visual features of images. We test whether there exist explicit correlations between the visual features and emotions by Canonical correlation analysis (CCA). CCA is a statistical approach suitable for multidimensional data [9] , which can explicitly show that how related two random vectors are, to the maximal possible extent compared with simple correlation methods like Pearson analysis. To comply with the requirements of CCA, emotions should be quantitatively described. Here we adopt the image-scale space, composed of two dimensions warm-cool and hard-soft [12] , to represent emotions. Each labeled image in our data set is assigned by the image scale according to its tags and comments using the method [20] . We have two sets of variables, X = {x 1 , x 2 , .., x 21 } representing visual features in Table 2 and Y = {wc, hs} indicating image scale. CCA will find linear combinations of the x's and the y's that have maximum correlation with each other. The final results on our data set show the maximum correlation coefficient 0.74, indicating that there exists considerable correlation between the visual features and emotions.
Temporal Correlation
To better illustrate the temporal factor f 3 , we track the users' emotion over time. Figure 4(a) shows the temporal correlation rate Rate T of randomly selected 2500 users (n = 2500) during a month (δ = 1, 2, .., 29). Rate T is the average rate of users with the same emotion between time t and t + δ, defined as:
#{t} is number of tested t and t + δ pairs for user v i (user v i uploaded images at the two time points). The overall tendency is downward, showing that the emotion similarity drops for longer time intervals. This confirms the correlation between a user's current emotion and her/his emotions in the recent past. 
Social Correlation
To better examine the influence factors f 4 and f 5 , we generalize the statistical view of the social correlation in Section 3.2, by counting general user pairs and test whether they have the same emotions. This test further tell us whether one's emotions could influence her/his friends. We randomly choose n = 1000 users and their uploaded images. Figure 4(b) shows the similarity rate Rate I for friends and non-friends, defined as:
where Same emotion(v 
Experiments and Results
In this section, we evaluate the emotion prediction accuracy of images using the proposed model and then analyze how social factors help improve the inferring performance. Finally, we give a qualitative case study to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. The dataset is described in Section 3.1. We use 50,210 labeled images and their corresponding users to train and test the proposed model. All the images and users are adopted to infer the emotion influence.
Model Performance
We compare the proposed model with an alternative method using Support Vector Machine (SVM) for emotion prediction of images. SVM directly uses the visual features to train a predictive model. We use the emotion labels of 50,210 images as the ground truth of emotion prediction. We evaluate the performance by accuracy and F1-Measure. Accuracy is the proportion of true results (both true positives and true negatives), while F1-Measure is calculated by Precision and Recall.
For all the six emotional categories, the average accuracy of the proposed model achieves 75.00%, while the average F1-Measure is 40.48%. Considering that our experimental data contains more than 50 thousand images from online social networks, the results are quite encouraging compared with the traditional work of predicting image emotion. Table 3 shows the comparison performance results of our model and SVM. Using the same features, we find that our model can achieve an average 5% improvement on Accuracy and average 3% improvement on F1-Measure than SVM, which indicates our model can better describe the social structure in our formulated problem.
Factor Contribution Analysis
In the predictive model, we incorporate both visual factors and social factors. Here we investigate how social factors help improving the performance of inferring image emotions. We have defined three social factor functions: temporal correlation (f 3 ), social influence (f 4 ) and stable influence (f 5 ). We test the contribution for each factor function by removing it from the model in turn and compare the prediction performance. Table 3 shows the results of social factor contribution analysis. For most emotional categories, we can see the descending on both Accuracy and F1-Measure when removing each of the three social factors. Previous researches have revealed that social factors play an important role in text-based prediction task in social networks [8, 18] , our results further indicate that the social information can also help improve the prediction performance of image-based tasks. Among the three social factors, stable influence (f 5 ) has the most contribution. This phenomenon further indicates the users' emotion influence is not short-lived but last for some time, which verifies the rationality of the proposed factors' definitions.
Case Study of Emotion Influence
After objective evaluations on the propose model in predicting emotions of images, we use the total 4,725 users and their 1,254,640 images to infer the emotion influence. Since it is very hard to find an objective way to evaluate the influence results, we would like to show an interesting case to demonstrate the effectiveness of the model.
Here we randomly chose a user from Flickr, called Mike here (ID: 58734998@N00). During 12 weeks after January 26, 2006, he uploaded 119 images. Figure 5 shows the visualization of some significant "happy" influence among his friends and him as an example. We can summarize the situation as follow: during that period, his mood used to be influenced by two friends, named as c and e, and he was more affected by c. While he brought other two friends a and d the happy feelings, and he impacted d more. Besides, there was no influence between Mike and b.
Let's further see this case in detail. During the 11th week, Mike shared 16 images in total, which are all predicted to "happy". All these images are sightseeing such as waterfall or lovely animals with bright and vivid colors. He seemed to be in a great travel, certainly in a good mood. Later, one of his friends, called d here, shared two images. Those are the only two images he shared during this week, which are about a beautiful building with also the bright colors. Our model predicted both images to "happy", and inferred the influence from Mike to d. That is, you are happy, I am happy. These results are reasonable and consistent with our observation, which indicates the effectiveness of our model. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we study a novel problem of modeling emotion influence from images in social networks. We first examine the existence of the image-based emotion influence among friends. Then, we propose an emotion influence model to combine uploaded images, users' emotion and their influence. We evaluate the proposed model on a large image dataset. The experimental results show that our model is much more effective on inferring emotions from social images than traditional SVM method. We also use a case study to further demonstrate that the prediction of the emotion influence is consistent with the reality.
Emotion is one of the most important user behaviors and presents a fundamental research direction. As the future work, it is intriguing to extend the peer influence study to group conformity behavior, such as how a user's emotion conforms to the community she/he belongs to. It is also interesting to further study how the users' emotions correlate with their social actions. There are many real applications of emotion analysis such as recommendation and social advertising.
